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Tanks used in battle of the bulge film

When the team of American engineers arrives at our River Bridge to destroy it, lead engineer Lt. Schumacher (Ty Hardin) says, I'm sure loaded with C-4, can you use any? However, C-4 was not developed until 1956. The structure C, C-2 and C-3 were the types of plastic explosives used by the U.S. military during WW2. 23 out of 25 found it interesting
interesting? . This stock when Duffy is first introduced, putting merchandise back on his tank, he asks one of his men to get him some cigarettes. The man goes behind the tank and opens a box containing compartments with different brands. The carton removed for Duffy has lucky attacks in their prewar green livery. In 1942 Lucky Strike changed its
packaging colors from green and red to white and red. Its advertising campaign says Lucky Strike Green had gone into war. This was done because green ink was made using copper, and copper was needed for a war effort. 21 of the 24 got this interesting interesting? . Share this early in the film, henry Fonda's character visits the front front. In one scene a
soldier in a bunk is reading a folded magazine, and viewers can see the page he's not reading. The magazine has the April 1964 issue of Playboy and that page has opened is an illustrated debut on playmate Donna Mitchell. In the same shot, a photograph of Rita Hemworth can be seen on the wall ' Gilda '. Gilda was not released until 1946. The action in
this film is in 1944. 13 of the 16 found it interesting interesting? . Share it German tiger tanks and American Sherman tanks were actually American tanks from the Korean War era. After the war, most Sherman tanks were dismantled and the rest of the tiger tanks are in the museum. 12 of the 16 found it interesting interesting? . Sharing this in scenes of
colleagues using an airplane, it's a Cessna L-19 bird dog, which didn't have its maiden flight for four to five years after World War II ended. 12 of the 16 found it interesting interesting? . This is shared when captured German soldiers looking at Henry Fonda handed a more modern rifle. Looked like an AK47. It was Robert Ryan; And, the rifle is a German
Gaver 43 or Kerbner 43 (Abbreviated G43, K43, Gew 43, Car 43). 5 out of 9 got it interesting? . In an early scene it can be shared when Kiley shows a photo of General Gray Hessler, a copy of the game can be seen on the grey desk by wind heirs Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee. The famous Scope Monkey Test game was not published until 1955. Is it
interesting? Interesting? . Share this early in the movie when the reconnaissance plane german staff is chasing the car, the car is traveling on a gravel/gravel. Tires don't squeak on gravel. 15 of the 18 found it interesting interesting? . Share it when most teens are performing German tank commander Das Panzerlied, you can see that they are lip syncing;
Singing voices are clearly Your. 9 out of 12 found it interesting interesting? . This film early in Share We've shown a column of American vehicles retreating into disarray. At the forefront, a stalled Jeep is being rocked by several men. Much later, General Gray follows a column of retreating American vehicles and says that this time they are retreating like
soldiers. However, this is the same clip shown before except that it has been flipped from left to right (the Jeep being rocked is now on the other side of the frame. Since the movie clip is the same, Gray actually has no basis for his statement. 7 out of 13 found this interesting? . Flying in an airplane this Kiley shared takes a photo of Hessler traveling to the
ground in a staff car. The picture shown later was obviously taken from the grassroots level. 10 out of 12 found this interesting interesting? . As a German tank shared this overgrown a U.S. blockade, two soldiers place plastic explosives on tanks which disappear and later reappear in the shots. 7 out of 9 got it interesting? . Share it when The Fallschirmjäger
jumps out of the plane, there is a paratrooper with a white parachute, the rest are black. When they reach the ground, all parachutes are white. 7 out of 9 got it interesting? . This is because of bad weather sharing americans can't receive air support. When the cannons are brought on the train, the sky becomes completely clear. 8 out of 11 found this
interesting? . All the exterior shots of this shared reconnaissance plane in the opening scene show clear skies. Yet it's mostly cloudy to show shots from the cockpit and from the colonel's car. 6 out of 8 got it interesting? . This is shared when General Gray stands on the steps of his new headquarters, runs an angel and hands him a folded white piece of
paper, but when he and Colonel Pritchard walk inside seconds later it ts the colonel who is holding the paper and hands him over, telling him the intelligence information he had previously requested. 4 out of 6 found this interesting? . Sharing this when Hessler rejects the courtesan, she picks up her coat and bag from her bed, walks over the door and shoves
it all the way open. All the while he's walking towards her. He handed her his bag and crossed as she headed to her front door. Suddenly there is a shift and she is facing her as she throws her coat over her shoulder and pushes her towards the sudden closed door which she has to open. 4 out of 6 found this interesting? . Sharing this when Amblève is being
bombed, boulangerie (bakery) is destroyed twice, as the same explosion is seen several seconds apart from two different angles. 4 out of 6 found this interesting? . Sharing this at the beginning of the scene where Major Wolenski confronts Colonel Hesler about the Malmedi massacre, the Wolenski Infantry Branch (Cross Rifles) symbol is upside down (butts
up and muzzles down relative to the shirt collar). The symbol is placed correctly through the view. 4 out of 6 found this interesting? . This Colonel Hessler shared the interior of the conference room part of the command trailer easily twice as shown in the exterior shot, moments before the trailer strikes a land mine and kills Hessler's tank commanders. 4 out of
6 found this interesting? . Share it when the German leadership launches its attack, the footage is flipped - the machine gun in the hull of tanks appears to be on the right hand side of the hull. This is the driver's side of the tank. In this perspective, the footage changes regularly. 3 out of 5 got it interesting? . Share it the actual M-47 depicting German tanks has
a hull machine gun on the left; However, the model for special effects shots is the hull machine gun on the right. 3 out of 5 got it interesting? . Share it when german transport is exiting the plane, close-up shots of the plane show that it is a junkers Ju-52. In wide shots it shows a Douglas C-47. 3 out of 5 got it interesting? . Sharing this when Colonel Hessler
asks the headquarters for amblève permission to attack, he is said to have up to 0400 hours (4:00 a..m.), and it appears to be late afternoon. However, when the bombing begins, it is clear that the sun is already rising and by the time the armor attack begins, it is daylight. 3 out of 5 got it interesting? . This shared fight is supposed to be a surprise attack.
Nevertheless, at the beginning of the initial advancement of the columns (the 49-minute mark), we see a round of a tank fire. The commanders were also sending reports back to headquarters confirming that no enemy faced the opposition. The tank that fired wasn't even in the first row of the column. Tanks don't fire round without a goal, especially when they
don't want to give their position away. 3 out of 5 got it interesting? . Sharing this when Colonel Hessler meets his tank commanders in the underground bunker, the shot as he enters the room all eyes stand in focus with the left soldiers (looking at him as he enters). In the next shot, on Hessler's shoulder, no man is looking at him; They're all facing straight
forward. 3 out of 5 got it interesting? . Share it when German enemies are parachuted behind the lines, all parachutes are green except for two. After a while all the parachutes on the ground become white. 2 out of 3 found this interesting? . Sharing this when Major Wolenski knocks out a tiger tank at the first battle scene, Colonel Hessler says it on the radio,
referring to it as Tank 104. However, when the tank limps off the road, the ID painted behind the turret is Number 01. 3 out of 6 found this interesting? . This stock (in about 1h 43 minutes) when the Germans first begin suffering major setbacks, an artillery unit shells a tank attack. In See guns are tired of either 105mm or 155mm rubber, towed howitzers.
When the view moves to a close of the shrink of the breech block, spoke wooden wheels can be seen near the top of the screen there are more than one opportunity. It's also clear from this image that being fired gun may not be a real gun either. If so, it's a very small caliber 50mm or smaller. 2 out of 4 found this interesting? . Share it when LTC Kiley is in the
observation plane at the opening scene and chasing Colonel Hessler's car, we first see the car on a winding dirt road with the wrecking of a building at a turn. After the car has been buzzing for several minutes, Conrad runs it into a ditch, then runs and hides in the wreckage they pass into the opening shot. 2 out of 4 found this interesting? . As the shares
seem to be in the overhead shot at the German command center, the position of the elements on the plotting board at 2:32 is in the same exact position as they were at 1:59. 2 out of 6 found this interesting? . Charles Bronson has captured the character after this shared upside is shown (crossing rifles) and his oak foliage is placed on the edge of his collar.
When the camera returns to Bronson's character, the rifles are reversed and the oak leaves are kept correctly. Is it interesting? Interesting? . This stock when Colonel Hessler has his wine glass filled by Conrad, whom he asks to sit down and join him in a glass of wine, the colonel's glass is empty when Conrad sits down, though it was just filled in the last
shot. 2 out of 0 got this interesting? . This can be shared when German intruders radio back about the cannon on the railcars, a film light or light from a reflector can clearly be seen on the back of one of the (moving) soldiers. 3 out of 5 got it interesting? . This is shared when the last vehicles get on the bridge (moments before the cover of German soldiers are
blown up), the shadow of a camera can be seen on the side of the truck past as it passes by. 2 out of 3 found this interesting? . Share it when the train (carrying guns) is close to the first bridge, you can see many men (probably railway personnel) standing side by side. They're wearing shirts and cowboy-like hats which indicates it's too hot. The Battle of bulge
took place during the very cold winter of 1944. 9 out of 10 got it interesting? . Share it when sergeant and lieutenant point in the wrong direction, you can see the sign pointing to Road-Ambleve (left) and Malmedy (right). Since signatures should be twisted, it means they came from the east. Being east at 42 km from Malmedi, and 36 km from Ambleve, they
would have had many (10-15) kilometers inside Germany. 9 out of 10 got it interesting? . Share this common in military films and TV, almost every salute is done the wrong way. Listed man or low grade officer Should hold your salute until it goes back. Everyone learns that in basic training. Yet here's a quick up salute/opener. 20 out of 21 got this interesting
interesting? . Share it whenever a German half-track appears, it's clearly an American M3A1 painted in German white camouflage, rather than Schützenpanzerwagen Sd.Kfz.251, which would be perfect for the fight. 14 of the 16 found it interesting interesting? . Sharing this Henry Fonda film speaks to one of the most misused pieces of dialogue when, after
talking with HQ over the telephone, he says, on and out! Spoken correctly, it's one or the other, over! Or outside!, but never both, back-to-back. End! Expect a response correctly, out! Correctly the conversation demonstrates the ending is used. 9 out of 10 got it interesting? . It sometimes prompts German soldiers to share Achtung who is usually called to
meditate by someone saying it is used as a warning. The actual German military command is stilstandon. This is a very common mistake in war movies. 8 out of 9 got it interesting? . This shared Malmedi massacre has been shown to take place on a snow-covered area. In fact, it wasn't ice until the carnage was already over, and ice covered the body. 7 out
of 8 got it interesting? . Share this salute inside Lt. Col. Kiley's home. There are very few occasions (that is, when receiving salaries, and some celebrations) where soldiers give hand salutes inside the house, as in almost all occasions the cap is removed indoors. 9 out of 11 found this interesting? . Share this after a tank and command vehicle are destroyed
by a mine, Ordering Colonel Hessler to go ahead of infantry tanks. This will not protect the tanks. A mine big enough to destroy a tank won't start from a man stepping on it. This will enable the field to cross before the entry tanks. And still leave the tanks open to destruction by mines. 6 out of 7 got it interesting? . All of the American vehicles in the film share a
German red-green-brown camouflage color scheme; However, in late 1944 only olive drab/black camouflage schemes were used on armor. Whitewashing in winter was used on some armored vehicles to mix with snow. Transport vehicles, artillery etc. were still featured in the basic olive drab. In one scene we can also see a bazooka with a camouflage paint
scheme. 4 out of 5 got it interesting? . Share this film depicting the entire German leadership as consisting of King Tiger Tank. In fact, only 100 were available for the bulge operation. Additionally, Joachim Peiper, the officer appointed to command the force, was horrified at deploying 70 tons of monsters through narrow Ardennes streets. 4 out of 5 got it
interesting? . This shared a U.S. reconnaissance plane shot down by German tanks while flying overhead over several hundred feet. A million shot-in has had to be one as German tanks didn't take round anti-aircraft criticism and even if they did, they couldn't have exploded at such a close distance. The tank's guns were also loaded with armor piercing
rounds because other tanks were the main threat so in this time sequence, they had identified an approaching plane, had already carried the loaded round away, and loaded it with a criticism round had they even done them. It makes more sense to fire on an approaching plane with machine guns than wasting a tank round. Also, with so many tanks so close
together and all the noise made by it, I doubt they will also hear that the plane let alone see it with the way visibility was in the film. 4 out of 5 got it interesting? . Share it at about 25 minutes, MG Gray receives a classified document that is clearly marked 'secret' and shows a thick red border. Col. Pritchard then tells LTC Fort that it is top secret information
from the headquarters. The cover sheet should be marked 'Top Secret' and have a thick yellow border. 4 out of 5 got it interesting? . Before the attack begins, when Kiley returns to the bunker with some inmates, Colonel Pritchard takes a gun from one of the soldiers, opens the bolt and says it has never been fired. This gun is an MP43/StG44 -first rifle (StG
Sturmgewehr, is the abbreviation of the rifle in German). However, StG44s were in short supply, and of course placeholder soldiers would not have been released because they were so valuable. Plus he should have been very interested in that gun because he probably would never have seen one before. 5 out of 7 got it interesting? . Share it the battle
fought in bitter bad weather yet Snow is almost completely absent from the film. It was not until the weather became clear and flight operations began that the battle was won, yet the only aircraft in the film is the Scout plane. 3 out of 4 got it interesting? . Share it at Colonel Hessler's own initial briefing, General Kohler identified the King Tiger Tank as being
new in November 1944. However, the King Tiger was first introduced to combat in Normandy in July and on the Eastern Front in September 1944. Also, General Gray correctly recognizes it when shown the photo that Colonel Kiley Ardennes took over. This shows that he was aware of its existence. 3 out of 4 got it interesting? . Share it it wasn't an open tank
battle in clear weather that changed the fate of the Ardens battle. In fact, the German offensive was stopped by three factors: improving the weather which allowed U.S. planes to attack German tanks, spread supply lines, and a significant failure to take up roads badly needed to supply troops. 4 out of 6 found this interesting? . Share it when Colonel Hesler is
at a conference with his Panzer officers, he explains Place our river with your finger on a map, which they must cross. He's actually pointing near the area of Brussels, some 100 miles west of the real our river. That's what happens when General Gray asks his official the location of the German spearhead. 3 out of 5 got it interesting? . Share this when
German MPs jump out of planes and are later shown on the ground, they are using American-style parachutes. The German parachute had the same attachment point on the back. 1 of 2 found this interesting? . During the film this shared Major Wolenski (Charles Bronson) is wearing the silver oak leaf symbol of a lieutenant colonel the symbol of a major is a
golden oak leaf. 1 out of 0 found it interesting? . Share it during the train sequence when the train is delivering big guns, the film is cut between the train scenes and the footplate on the track. The views of both are clearly of different tracks. The track shown from the footplate clearly shows overhead electrification pylons. There is no electrification archway in
the track scenes showing the train. 3 out of 4 got it interesting? . This stock is chasing the German command vehicle on the ground as the film opens the Henry Fonda plane. The vehicle speeds up the vehicle with tires squeaking as the vehicle makes each turn, but the vehicle is on a dirt road and the rubber tire doesn't squeak over dirt. 3 out of 5 got it
interesting? . Share this in quite a few scenes, die soldiers miss their scars and fall down too late. Especially during the scene of the first tank attack, some of them miss their mark by as long as three or four seconds. In one particular scene, two soldiers waited for three seconds trying to mount a machine gun before they simulated death and leave on the
ground, though the explosion that kills them was only five feet away. 1 out of 0 found it interesting? . At the end of the film this shared German Colonel Hessler wants to capture the American fuel dump intact. Attempts by the Germans to do so are an established historical fact about the real fight. German tanks ran on gasoline like American tanks. The myth
that the German tank ran on diesel is probably the result of Carl Malden, general Omar Bradley accidentally saying so in Patton - playing Rebel in uniform. 8 out of 9 got it interesting? . Sharing this when Colonel Martin Hessler muster his new panzer soldiers, they called raw recruits, and he's reluctant to go to battle with them (unless they refuse his
qualifications by singing him Panzerlied). However, many of the soldiers sport military awards such as tank battle awards or close combat awards, and some — including the first two he meets — wear the Iron Cross, the highest German award for bravery in battle. In other words, at least half of them are hardened battle veterans and will easily be recognized
as such by an experienced officer such as Colonel Hessler. 8 out of 9 found it interesting | Stock this Guffy's tank takes a direct hit in the final tank battle, blowing away most of the turret. Not only is Guffy unhurt or even impressed by the hit, the radio still works. 11 out of 12 got it interesting interesting? . Share it The radio transmitter used by Col. Hessler in
the German command vehicle is an American haliftors SX-28, a receiver unable to broadcast. 8 out of 9 got it interesting? . Share it when Lt. Col. Kiley attempts to shoot Colonel Hessler on our river bridge, the German infantry who shout different lines like the unmount Es kam von da Oben in response (it came from there) and da Sind sie (there they are).
The foals of these lines are used (repeatedly) in later scenes (such as the capture of Lieutenant Weaver and Sergeant Duxby), even if they are completely unsuitable for the events being painted; They are simply being used as generic German dialogs. 8 out of 10 found this interesting? . Share it at the beginning of the film when Kiley visits General Gray at
headquarters, says to a soldier near gray's Christmas tree, stepping out. If you look at this soldier carefully, it is clear that he is just standing there, waiting for the order. In fact, he looks at gray and then starts leaving very quickly, before it gets ordered. 6 out of 8 got it interesting? . This shared bazookas used by the Americans are actually the Spanish M-65
rocket launcher, launched after World War II. In addition, the M-65 uses an 89mm rocket, while the American M1, M1A1, M9 bazookas used a 60mm rocket, although the German Panzerschreck, introduced in 1943, used an 88mm rocket. 4 out of 5 got it interesting? . This shared German discussion that they would be using the jets against allies, and some
of them look at models. However, looking nothing like the Model Messerschmitt Me-262 or Heinkel He-162, the two jet fighters the Germans had actually used in the war. 5 out of 7 got it interesting? . Finally share this while credits are rolling, a flyover view of the battlefield is shot. The first camera is looking down from the perspective of the bottom and back
from the back of the filming plane, on abandoned tanks and burning devices. However, report the smoke going down into the rubble. The film is being run backwards. The same scene is later shown correctly, looking down and ahead of the plane. 2 out of 3 found this interesting? . Sharing this when German lawmakers behind American lines disguised as
parachutes, they are shown just as they have landed and are portrayed as a tightly clustered group. In fact, paratroopers (especially when they jump at night) drift and scatter along the way and need time to regroup on landing. 2 out of 5 got it interesting? . Sharing this when Kiley is on our River Bridge and sees Hessler, he asks the sergeant for his rifle to
shoot Hessler. Not behind the rifle The Assembly was set up. Only the vision ears of the receiver are visible. 2 out of 6 found this interesting? . Sharing this as Hessler approaches Ambleve he is seen riding in the hatch of his tank as it moves forward. He picks up a pair of binoculars and later shot is shown POV through the telescope. The city's image is
perfectly stable, but should have been jostled about as the tank was moving. The next shot shows Hessler once again asstred the moving tiger, the telescope, in hand. 1 out of 3 found it interesting? . Share this when Hessler reviews tanks before battle there are trees in full leaf in the background. The fight took place during the winter, so the scene was shot
during the summer. 1 out of 3 found it interesting? . Share this when Hesler's tanks are bombing Emblenev, you can see many houses affecting. When these houses explode, you can see that they are made of steel plates. No bricks, stones or pieces of concrete fly around. 0 out of 3 found this interesting? . To share this at 1:14:38, U.S. troops place two
blocks of plastic explosives (C-2 for WWII) on the hull of a 'tiger tank'. Shots are quick but if paused, there is no detonator in the explosives. They won't go away. 0 out of 1 found it interesting? . Share this at 2:39:50, the camera makes wide shots of the tank battlefield with German soldiers 'walking back to Germany'. The camera also catches the base range
tower and other features on the horizon, including a white hanger and a water tower. 1 out of 0 found it interesting? . Share it
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